Editorial

Dear colleagues,

We are happy to be presenting the third issue of this year. Each issue of our journal is getting better with a better quality than the previous one. This issue includes valuable clinical and experimental studies.

We receive many article submissions to our journal both from within our country and abroad. This article flow is important in sustaining the improvement of our journal’s quality. That is why, I would like to thank all our colleagues who submit their studies for publication in our journal.

I would like to ask for your further interest to keep this article flow in the future.

The September issue includes a review article, 12 clinical and experimental studies and 9 case reports. The case reports that have been submitted to our journal are being published according to a schedule. We are trying to publish the clinical and experimental studies with priority in order to maintain their actuality. The contribution of our colleagues and its continuance is important.

Our journal can be a part of journals that are being cited by international indexes only if it can be published in a timely manner, if it includes quality studies and if it receives numerous international citations. It is important that studies that will receive citations are submitted to our journal and that articles that have been published in our journal are being used as references in your manuscripts to be published in other journals within those indexes.

I would like to thank in advance for your support and contributions.

Wishing success in your further studies.

Prof. Mustafa Şahin

Editor in Chief